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99% Discount on Mini Design Bundle in Mac App Store
Published on 10/07/13
128bit Technologies is running a $3 sale on their Mini Design Bundle in the Mac App Store.
The bundle is the first graphic design bundle featured on the Mac App Store. All content
is royalty free for commercial use, and includes high-resolution image formats as well as
the original PSD, EPS or AI source files. For a limited time users can download the Mini
Design Bundle for only $3 USD, a savings of 99% (normal price is $379.60).
San Francisco, California - 128bit Technologies has announced their Mini Design Bundle is
only $3 for a limited time on the Mac App Store. The Mini Design Bundle is the first
bundle of graphic design assets featured on the Mac App Store, and is available at a
discount of over 99% (total bundle value equals $379.90).
Add a bundle of graphic design elements at an unbeatable price! The Mini Design Bundle
packs together an imaginative set of logos, logo graphics, website buttons, icons,
backgrounds, price boxes, and talk bubbles. Everything is royalty free for commercial use,
and includes high-resolution image formats (PNG or JPEG) as well as the original PSD
(Photoshop), EPS or AI (Adobe Illustrator) source files. An incredible value that saves
you 99% if you download now.
The Bundle Includes:
* 100+ high-resolution logo objects (transparent PNGs)
* 50+ fully layered logo templates (PSDs)
* 1 Apple-centric e-commerce button set in layered PSD format
* 20+ backgrounds in high-resolution JPEG format with original layered PSDs
* 20+ talk bubbles in high-resolution PNG format with original layered PSDs
* 1 price box set in layered PSD format
* 4 icons sets, 700 total icons (original AI files, as well as EPS and transparent PNG
formats)
* BONUS! Includes the Batch Image Converter app to quickly save image files in a new image
format (supports PNG, JPEG, TIFF, BMP, GIF, JP2)
The Bundle Value:
* Icon value = $29.99/set
* Logo value = $99.99
* Button value = $4.99
* Backgrounds value = $19.99
* Price Box value = $4.99
* Logo Object value = $99.99
* Talk Bubble value = $29.99
Only $3 for a limited time (save 99%, total value is $379.90)!
More Mini Design Bundle Details:
4 icon sets are included: Mobile, Application, Web, and General. Each contains the
original AI and EPS source files to edit as needed, as well as transparent PNG versions of
each icon in the following pixel dimensions: 16x16, 32x32, 64x64, 128x128, 256x256,
512x512, and 1024x1024. The Mobile, Application, and Web icon sets also include both
Active and Regular states!
Looking for a unique logo for your own business, or would you like some new creative
options you can use to design logos for clients? The bundle includes over 50 fully layered
logo templates in PSD (Photoshop) format. Simply open these in Photoshop and change the
name and/or look of the templates to make your own. You can also use any of the 100
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logo-centric graphics as the basis for a logo (or any other graphic project!). Each logo
graphic is in high-resolution transparent PNG format to use in any application that
supports standard image formats.
Have something to say and want people to notice? Grab one of the eye-catching talk bubbles
and place your text inside to quickly attract attention. These talk bubbles are not your
ordinary, boring round shapes. Express a thought, shout out an announcement - use these
creatively shaped captions to highlight your message! Each talk bubble comes in fully
layered PSD (Photoshop) format, as well as a high-resolution transparent PNG.
Apple leads the way in stylistic design for everything they create. The website buttons
included in the bundle follow in their design footsteps, making it easy for people to
notice and read what they are clicking. These buttons are in fully layered PSD (Photoshop)
format, making it easy to edit and save to use in your own website design work.
Price boxes are great attention grabbers and the perfect way to advertise a product,
service or special offer. Since these prices boxes are in fully layered PSD (Photoshop)
format, you can quickly add your own information, change colors or shapes, adjust the
size, or anything else your heart desires. Then save them in any standard image format and
use as a web banner, advertisement, call out, and more.
Use background textures to add knock out or subtle effects in any design project: email
messages, website pages, advertisements, cover pages, brochures, banners, text art, and
everything else. Each background is in high-resolution JPEG format to use in any
application that supports standard image formats, or feel free to make changes using the
original layered PSD (Photoshop) file.
System Requirements:
* Requires Mac OS X 10.6.8 or later
* 10.8 MB
* Requires Adobe Photoshop for PSD and EPS files, and Adobe Illustrator for AI files.
MacAppware:
http://www.macappware.com
Mini Design Bundle:
http://macappware.com/software/mini-design-bundle/
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/mini-design-bundle-graphic/id642385433
Download from Mac App Store:
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/free-fonts-commercial-use/id647697434
Screenshot:
http://macappware.com/software/mini-design-bundle/
App Icon:
http://macappware.com/images/mdb_appicon_256.png

MacAppware is a division of 128bit Technologies and a dedicated Mac software developer
currently offering disk utility applications, graphic design bundles and unique commercial
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use fonts. Copyright (C) 2013 128bit Technologies. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple
logo, Mac OS X, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or
other countries.
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